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tle: Diagnostic Tett Requirements for Reading.in the
Early Grades

Author: Robert M. Gagne, Florida State:University
Director, Options froiR & D Unit
Florida Educational'R & D Utilization Project

ABSTRACT

Analysis is made of the requirements for diagnostic testing of
early stages of ,reading competence, based upon contemporary research
evidence and 'theory. Atcording to this evidence, diagniptic testing
needs to be accomplished withIn three competency strand", which are
called (1). decoding, () word knowledge; and (3) sentenc processing.
It is* pointed out that diagnostic.tests need to make possible the
assessment of "entry" skills for assignment of pupils to instrlIction,
and alto 6f "exd.t"'skills at each grade level.

Reading dia nosis.for northal instr ctiona 4purposes is assumed
to occur in classrooMs which use a. baial retder series for reading
practice. . Pupils may be divided into severalegroups to receive
different kinds of instruction from the teacher, depending on their
needs as revealed by diagnostic test's or Informal "pr bes:" Pupils "
may acquire reading skill as a result of direct teach g,'of inciden-
tal learning, or of exten ed periods of learning.

Twenty-one benchmark skills for reading diagnosis are 10entified,
including the criterion skill of Reading Comprehension, cpncei,ved at
being measured by a "cloze-lype" test. These skills gre arranged by
grade level-in patterns thich exhibit ,their cumulative (hierarchal)
nature in the'Sease that ttle more complex skills are built up from
simpler ones. Diagnosis of reading skill deficiencies can be Accom-
plished, in general, by assessing the enabling skills in sequence
beginning with the more comprehensive-and proceeding to the-simpler.

\



DIAGNOSTIC TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR READING

IN THE EARLY.,GRADES*

The large individual differences in language akillsva n'g, children in

the elementary grades give rise to a need for asses .ent which 'diagnoses

these differer

individual pupils.)

so tha, ipstrucO.on can be adapted to the needs of the

Although there arc many materias, kits; and pograms

which call themselve "diagnostic in a field such as reading, it is not

d

always clear that they accomplish the alms preferred by elementary teachers.

In faèt.. the ery prfusion of these material- nd 'their great variety,

ea seems to militate against diagnoses of instructional needs which are

readily understood and capable of being translated into daractical act

by teachers.

Few systems of diagnosis in readingare available which h

fi

e clear'

'rb.tional connections with the activity of reading. Mafy such ystems appear

unduly encumbe led with the mystiqUes of "tescing," such as the use of multiple-
.

cho ce items and other procedures àf mass, testing. MQst such systems lack

a clear rationale for the inclusion or exclusion of specific test-item types.

This article attempts to describe whaL ie 'needed for diagnosis read-

ing skills at elementary levels. These requirements are derived_from research
W

findings-on the nature of beginning s6ages of reading (Carroll & Ghall 1975;

.
. Gibson & Lievin, 1975; taBerge & Samuel 1974; Venezky, 1972), and on infor-

, I

tatIon-p
a,cessin.

g analyses of the reading process (Resnick & Beck, 1976:

Perfetti &t Lesgold, 1978), The requirebents described are int nded for use

(1) in ev4uating the content validity of existing diagnostic tests; and (2)

4L
as'a basts:for the d*v.e-lopment or sound,procedures for diagnosidg instructional

needs in the lea
. -

ning of readin% skills of an ele e ary (and basic
*



Instruction in Early Reading

The teacitrof children ehteiing kindergarten or first grade is con-

rronted with.thildren having widely Aifferent capabilities related to r.1.ding.

Some, of course, ard already able .to read the simple texts or primers of

commercially packaged reading programs. The vast majority do not have this

capability. The performance of reading: therefore, must somehow be "brbken

down" into'simpler components which elm be 'taught so as to bring each child

to the point at which he or. he can generate.the complex, intviated perfor-

mance which is reading.

One of the first problems the teacher must solve the finding oUt

what her individpal pupils do or do not,. know, or,. more precisely, what they

can or cannot do. A test may be,used-f-or-this purpose, or the teacher may

make her own observations. :Unless the teacher,can keep an unusual'amount of

information in her, head, she then makes some sort of record of these laser-
_

vations, that is, some recorded indication of the "entering capabilities" oI
fte.

each child. Often, I am told, teachers may take a couple of weeks or more to

make these observations of aedren and then to record them for Luture refer-
,

erica,

Important decision is next made as to what to teach, and .r) whom. In
, r

/-
a kindergarten, a skill_not yet acquired ,by, say, 90% of the childreri may,be

,

taught td.the whole class, i a game-like situaion . An example is the teach-

ing of .new- rela.tional concepts, such as "underneath," 'Ion top of," "b hind,"
40.

"in front of,",and others of tAis sort. Or, a skill whiCh ilas not yet been

4

learne.d lax ten percent of the children may be taught to th se children in a

$

T is seciion is reproduced from "Reading Achievement and biagnostic Testing"
by Robert M. Gagnts. a paper delivered at the Second,L1ternational Conferenc
on Frontiers in Language Proficiency, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
Illinois, February 2'3-25 1978.
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'separate corner oF thsclassrootn;t naming'printed letters irkiiht be an examole.

In a first grade, a teacl;er May beable to identify.four (afferent sets of

children, each set needing instruction in roughly the same skillsand'thus

e -

;orp aa hoc groAps to which different instruCtion is given at different times,

would be the possibility of designing thirty specif,icThe fde

.uctional contenps for thirt' different students. This.degree of indiv

uaiizationis only rarely possible altt ughlit may be approached in those

A

ees where teacher aides or parental voluneeers are vailable for 1.n7-

d vidual tutoring. . .

Assuming that some management schemp,is f und for dealing with individual

differences which are initially found, differential instruction can then pro'.-

ceed. One group ao.E children may be learning to say trhe sounds of initial con-

another group to match rhyming words, while still another is reading

aloud passages from a story. The next steps that must be taken, at variou

intervals of time, make up a kind of monitoring of the progress of individual

students within the groups. Depending on what is found, one or more students

mav,need to b'e laced in other groups, either in a group that,is more advanced,

or o that is less.adva ed, in the learning of relevant reading skills.

Such $nitoring of prOgress is done, not simply for the puriose of keeping'

reorjs, but rath to maka contintial adjustments in the matching of instru-

tion o the fleets of individual children. Again in this case, of course,

the precision of suCh matching will be enhanced as the resources Of teaching'

approa h those of individualized in.struction. Even when teaelling is done in

groups, however, the need tor frequent decision$ about re-assiVinent of pupils

should be constantIy recogniz,ed.

As the end df a school year approahes, teachers of reading are concerne5

to find out what has been learned by ali their pupils. The required observations
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may be made ii an informal manner, or they may be made ty the use of tests.
,.

, . .

Two purposes are being served Othe results of stich Observations. First,'
-

teachers need to know what tote., progress .has been made by each child, a d
A

also- by the total caass. The discovery pf very Attle learning by a child
ma.

may indicate the need for solpe provisions for seecial remedial education.

More importantly, though, records Ineed to be made of what eadh child is able

to do so that a tacher in the next grade willgain some.idea of where'to.

begin the next instruction. It would seem,deSirable, too, -that teachers

any given grade be able, tQ Lcercify the maStery of particular skills which

are minimal obiectives for that grade.

If this is approximately the ay reading instruction/proceeds aliowing

for varia;L:i ns in the styles f individ al teachers, the ,ollowing would

appear to.be,the thingS that are needed to make possible d4nosis and sub-
)

sequent dift rentia.l lnst uation:

. A,carefully identified set of be Jimark skirls that are defined as
k

performance objectives, arranged in a sequence .reflecting their rder of'

learning (for ex' "re ding printed words" mtst be learne'd before "reading

printed sentence ) Benchmark.skills are those which can be identified as
-

.pctual components of reading (for example, supplying an-aPpropriate misSing

'word in a sentence is gen rally-agreed t7o be a component of reading perfor-
.

Lce; in cantrast, the skill of supplying a rhyming word may be related to

reading, but'is not actually done as a pa4t of readfng): 'fienchmark skills

are the ones that are 'of particular .significance, and are probably essential,

in ining initial placement of children into ins4uctional groups, as

well as in determini g their re-assignzent at later stages of instruction..

2. A sequence of.prerequisite, or "enabling" sleills related .tp each



benchmark sk1l. The identification of these enablii.g sequsnces, of skills

is needed for the planning and for the systematic c nduct of instruction

within each instutiona1 group: Thus, if aninstrutionaI goal for a

group is "pronouncing multisyllable printedwords of regular-spelling" (a

k benchmark skill) an enabling skill may be "blending syllables of t 0-syliable

words"; another ena4ling skill may be "pronouncing vowel-consonant combinac

Of course, an enabling skill at one level of inStruction may be a benchmark

earlier level. These enabli g skills are tdentified as conCti-
.

utary to the benchmark skill that is they, are prerequisite to the bench-

mark skill and.are r@nted to reading primaril because of this latter

rehtionship. They are used to determine sequences of instruction within,

the scope of the lvger objective being pursued in a particular intruttional

.group.

3. A test of a sultahly broad,range o 'benchmark skills which call

serve as an initial plaeement test. The assessment of each benchmark skill,

covered by a test of this sort should have reasonably high reliability, which

implies that each of the skills needs to be t sted with a number of test

items (.5-LIO is customary). Such a test should sample skills which are

appropriate to about ur grades of reading i struction. Its results are

used to place children in instru tional groups at the beginning of a school

term, or half-term.

4. An exit test of the skill ob actives which are chosetl for instruc-

tion in each grade. Like the initial plactnent test,'each s4ill which makes

up the exit test should be assessed with the number of items naeded for

reasonably high reliablIty. However, this test should be concerned only.

with the jange.of skills taught in each grade. The.purpose df tile exit test

is to asiess the achievement of adopted objectives foT each. grades A cut-off'



ion b's- rp may be used to , children who need remedial ins ore

being advanced to. the next grade.

5. An entire set of definitions of test o ains", accompanied

by sàtrxple ltems, applicable to each anchmark skill and ea6h enabling skirl

that is associated with it, These item f ms" are for use by a teacher
in arranging situation .so ade. of the p-rogrss of in7-

dividual children during the course of instruction. A probe 153 in effect

a single-item, or it may be two. Yrobes 'need 'to be used at frequent intervals

during the course of instruction,. In early stages of reading, the obser-

-
va ion to be made via a ob frequently requires a productiveepresponse on.

the part of the child, end so must be administered ,to one ca ld at a time-.

An example of subh a probe is having the child read aloud unfamiliar pri

w'ords (such as laster3 condiment,.etc ) rder to assess decoding.skill

te
with multi-syllable words.

.fThe relatively row reliability orprobes, as oppoSed to.longer.tests,
-

poses no practical problem. In using the results of a prober the teacher

is lipKing a probability estimate the,- the child doesor does not need further

instruction or practice on a panticular Should the.estimate turn out

to be wrong, correction will norm4ly take place at the next instructional

*1
stage, Probes may also.be viewed as "cprriculum-embEaded" t st$, Since-

,

efieir administration must be woven into the instruc-ion a teacher gives to
1

a group of children?" without a definite break between the two functions.

thF.e\five tools: teachers will be able to carry out systematic

'diagnosis and systematic. teaching of required skills. TeSts of benchmark

skills make possible the determination of instructional objectives and the

establishment of minimal exit.skilis for each grade. Accompanying lists of

enabling skills make it possible for the teacher to know what ground has been



covered an11 what must next bp. lear
,

7

d. Placemoat,test resu ts can be used to

do the initial.job of assigning pupils to apprqpriatenstriictional groups.

PrObe items are later employed, to trac

,

within such groips, or within tutoring session's (when that'mode:is employed)..

'the p,.ogres& ef individual children

And exit tests yield, results which mke possible a final check on 1-1e.agikhiere-
.

ment of essential skills at each grade level.,

tIniv idua.L Dlfferentes in Readi

What are tte essential intellectual operation& or states that di'fferen-,
I.

tiate sood readers from poor 'readers? The search for these factors has been

conducted oyer many years and the results are found in,many different pub

lications. It iS not* evident at this date that the ,f±ndings can be rer-

pre-ted with per ec4 confidence. Yet there does appear to be a converging

sense of agreement on the part of contemporary reading investigators, w

only one or two notable excep ions.

4
A valuable set of concepts which

readinI skills has been contributed by Perfetti and Lesgold (1976). .0n the

egrate research findings concerning

basis of an inorm tion-processing analysis ot reading t)hey suggest three

a ds of reading as.follows. -(1). speed of phonol gical codlhg ("decodin

. (2) knowledge of the-meaning of,words; and (3) sentence processing ip terms

of syntactic and semantic constraints.

1.,pecoding. Asia highly skilled performance, decoding may be described

as the automatic processing.of previously unencuntered printed words in terms

of their Apunds. The:descriptive word "autoMatic" implies that this kind of
*o.

process g is done rapidly and without hesitation,. Presumably, skilled de-
.,

coding means that when-the reader encounters an unfamiliar prin ed word in

the midst of a sentence, he yroFesses- it by

his reading. When such a'word is processed

its sound, and goes right onlwith

in accordance with its sound,
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4
may be os ible the reader.,to

-1 -

;

h a 1.jord already fami a

, inhis oral (listening) vocabulary. OtStrSe,b b)tC,ptinuiu,to read
.

. ..,.... . .

withput-stoppig,-the-readeremay a alIe ili-fer the. mdaniag of the word:-
. .., b.

.

...' 4 y
: ... ,

,, -..

. 4
\,,Ifrom its sentente context...

.

. Jv .. . ,'. - t bi
1 '.0g

A fa1vam6unt of eviddnce stippor,ts tfle:id6a ttl'at ski). ed decoding.is'
1

L
.

. . ( " %

,.. . -.

.

part of godd reading, despite' ratIonal arguments that 4 unnecessary:
. ..

..
1 .

(Smith, 1978)1 15eco.ing skills involve respondthgto regularities i4 print-

sound correspondences (4thonic 'generalizations ) begint)ing.with tht sounds
... .

* ' of etters (Calfee, Chapman, and Venezky,, 1910; Gibson ) Osser, and Pick, 1963;
- i

'Samels, 1970). From this prerequisite, 14earning:Dveeeds to-the'prodouneing

8

of vowel-consonant combinations (Calfee, Chapman and Venezky, 197b.; Venezky,

and Chapman, 70) stage which includes blenl,ing La Berge and Samuels, 1974;

Haddock, 1976; Muller, 973)1 Basic skills of'letter sounding are combined

.

%

in syllable and word decoding (Gibson ind Leiiin 1975; Perfetti and Hogaboam,

1975; Spoehr andrSmith, 12973; Guthrie and Seifert 1977; Sevin, 197:0

Besides its involveMent in the reading f unfamiliar printed word de-

0
coding may actually serve other functions, hich hav n as yet'been:full

explicated (Dalts and Fears, 1978; _Perfetti and Lesgollid, 1978; Venexky ad

Massaro, 197:8)1 These appear to "deri e nOt simply from the capability of Word

pronunciation, bdt fromits automaticity (La lierge and Samuels,_1974)b The

main hypothesis for this added function is that the readers processing of

the meaning of text (i.e. comp ehension) is interfered with by the cognitive

effort of decoding when ,the'latter has to be done in a hesitaEi g and inexpert

ner. According to Mattingly (1972), the successful reader bes by

ing a "quasi-phonological " representation of the p inted text

activity of decoding which presumably'l Aa-to ohonological

processing by the reader, apparentluersists,in good readers. This is'true

1



eyen when the quality of readingerformance is measured by reading.compre-
. .

lension test (Guthrie, 1973; Calfee, LinjaaMOod, and Lindamood,. 1973)... The

'-eiden# of ttis continang correlatilon appears to be quite ttrong. In
%

addItion, evidence surely, exists to show that decoaing skills can be readily,
S.

1

..,learne4 by, yoUng. child
.

ren, and khat such akilAs make' a pdsitive contribution
..... '

. 2 .. ..
..to progress inIreadUig, (Re'snick aad Becky 1977; MArsheand Mineo' 1977;'.

,, ,

. .

Goldsteini-'1976;.411,l'and Walloach,' 1976).
,

I ,

'2! Word knowledge (semantic coding). This strand of skills'comprises

.faci.lity in the recalj and use of words, to, fill gaps, to ifm-sentences,
sa .

to answer questions, to identif onyms and antonym PresumablY% this

a

capabil'±ty eflects' the extent:;o, th& learner's functional v

might also be called "verbal fluenty."

abulary? It

9'

'Generally, subst'antially high correlati ns have been found between size .

/0

of vocaSulary and reading pToficiency (Gibson and Levin) 1975; Guthrie, 1973;.

.. .

Irwill..,1960). Calfee, ChaPman, and Venezky'(.1972) suggeiE,chat a measure of
- ',Vae....k,-..:.......''...r./....-.1.- ...e. .."''....t.1 ......, . '4 .e'1.- ......,,,,:*; r,....;, ' i t .....,,t.. ,' r ',

... .: I .".-.; .. ,
. A %

vocahulary'quality be eMploYed., rathe*.than quantity. In any- case, It is
:.

'

Iclear that the 'stored meanings of many words are t.rieved and utilized by
A

tle reader in processing -printed -teA. Poiell's work (101) has indicated

.Ehat satisfactory reading ad Ogut the beginning of the fourth grade requires

that- the reader instantly grasp the meaning f at. least 3500 words:

3. S ntance processing. This ié the,capability of identifying, and

also prcucingl sentence structures

variety, it may be observed in such

in their proper form. In simplest

a performance as c'ompleting a sentence

with a word or phrase, or as putting,a scrambled sen.tence in order Oeleaver,
- -

/
s

1976):

A number of studies have fouhd critical relationships between reading,

proficiency and the processing of serkpences in terms of their syntactic and



S.

$
b .

10 ,

sttjc struct ree:(Isakson Miller, 1976; Stein4', Wiener, and,Cr mer
a

1971 Clay, and,Im1ach,: 1971; Wei4tein and Rabirm;vitch, 1971). I:por readers,

these results ;ugges

-
use of context cluesproviddd by syritax pr the semantics Of word grOupss. It

tend 'to process one wOrd time, and fail to:make

is pro6ab1x.of some'importance to note that the prediction ofs meaning by way

2f sythactic and semantic Clues is the primary WaY of tackling the task of

reading, inethe view of Frank Smith (1977). *A similar e phas'is oa the
S.

uttlization of sentence cues is given )ay Goodman (1970).
-fa

The Setting for Diagnostid. Testing,

%Consid,eation of the preceding evidence and theory makes it Possible to

describe some features of a reatling prOgram ,that would seem -to be optim'ally

affective for a population of students that spans a large range of Yinguage

skills at the iime of school entry.

'The Riading _Program

The assumptions I make, about.a des able reading program are as follows:

..Ac the beginning stage, the child m st learn to ide ti.fy printed letters,

beginnini ith their lower-case forms and proceeding to their tipper-case forms.

Tbe impotant skill is dent ying; for convenene, p p 1 be taught the

names pf the letters, but they also need to learn td d stingui h the sounds of

Sirletters. Both of these skills identifying Jetiers and sounding letters
4

make up the very early p rt of a good reading.progTam. They are followed by

practice in th4 oral "sounding" of prined letter combinations, the blending
N

-

vowel-syliable combinations, of whole words and of multisyllable words .

Attaining the skilI of decoding means that the reader, when he ,encount
, .

a p inted word that he does not immediately recognize in its printed form

(for eximpl- arness) repr_sents its sound to himsekf (or aloud, 'if h'e is

reading orally d then Macches Oat word-rind with one chat is alrea



- in h s or 1 vocabulary as is likely the case with harness). An.extremely

important point here, is ,that initial r.onunciation

"

does not'have t be exalt, only approximNCe (Nenezky and Massaro, 1978), in

intd

ordei>r the match with orhl vocabulary to be.made. One- implic 'ion of

this fact is that the skill et f "word.souriding9 does not have to'be one wh 11'

/

enables the reader to go directly from print to exact pronunciation. For

example, it is not of consequence whether the/second t in Atlanta is the

. ._..../
-,

usual It/ or one with &dental flap (the pronunciation of native Atlintans).
. 4.

is "Atlanta, a word familiar in the oral vOcabulary,in either case. A

second implication is thay reading programs which stress highly precise rules

of word pronunciation are probably wasting time.

'A second essential strand of instruction in reading deals lith knowledge

c:f word meanings. Naturally, this strand begins with oral language. Kinder-

garten children begin,school with the possession' f word knowledge;.some with

quite.e-xte.nsiye vocabularies, some with 1;ery few words. Instruction i given

tcoincreae the knowledge of .orally spoken words - at firSt the concrete

words, nouns and adjectives, and then with incre,4sing emphasis on relational

words, prepositions and verbs. This is often called "dioncept learning."

In the first grade, once they are 'able tçdistinguish nrinted forms,.children

begin to 1,earn to recognize words-in,Print-which are already in:their oral

vocabularies. By using very simple textS,4for reading, children learn to

recognize more and more words by sight, and thus increase theix "printed

word vocabularies." Contintied practice in teading rapidly enlarges the store

of print.ed words which ciin be recognized by sight.

A third str4nd in readi g has to do with the structure of lan.
/-

knowing how to form a proptr sentence, ahd knowing how to "take5'1nfor-

mat.ion in sets of sentences. As progress in learning proceeds, the stud nt



erives meaning'from entire p'aragraphs composee of related sentencs, sep-'-.
,

arated in their printed form by typical punctuation. Initially,' instruction

in this sttand may have an oral form involving, fo

folio ing oral directions. This may be followad b

sentences with words that make lioth syntact'ic and

fficient printed word vocabulary has, been learn

ple p.ractice in!

sis in completing

i sense. Once a

exercises in forming

4
and cocapl.ting sentences or in rearranging scramb3:ed se tences, May-be 'con-

ducted in that Medium. The continued reading of basal readers also contri-

12,

butes t6 the improvements of this type af kill. iteading may be done in pa t-
, , ...-..,

ally,'and in part silently. Skills in this area axe also enhancdd by j
,

practice in the ans14ering of wh- questiorft.whiCh4paraphrase the text. e-
.

,

These three strands ha e their apex ia complex activity of reading

comprehension- In general pr ficiency in reading comprehension improves as

the learner reads Msre and more extensively with increasingly varied materials.

A typical basal reader series contributes to this Aim, By thq time of the

fourth grade, a good reading program uses a great variety of textual passages,

often foAlowed by qucistions to be answered by t'he stUdent.
,

Three Ways of' Learning Component Skills

A typical reading program teaches.necessary comf)etencies in three

different ways:

(1) Direct..teaching I this method, the teacher identifies the

specifIc ski1,4 to be learned, and then arranges the learning situation so

p.
that the child will learn that particular Skill within a-reasonably brief

period of e. For example if the objective is "distinguishing the sound

of "a' in single-syllable-words ending or not ed4rig in e (mat - mate)," a

4 AD

specific set of exerqiseq, may be designed and conducted to teaca this skill

'(Fries 963),

6
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(Q.) Incidental leatning. Some skills are learned withoutthe use pf
1.

specific instructional exercises. They 'are simpLy learned !al6ng thedkay
r A

4
in a typical re ding program. .Thig is not to say lopt these skills are ut

A

imporeant. However, since the activity of readi, g, oral or silent, is a

regular p rt of .a.reading'progralp number af skills may be expect d to be

.

acquired as a'result of that aCtivity. A simple example is reading from

left to ri ht. At,4 later stAge, many new words are incidentally le a d
,

during the acttity of reading.tv

(3) Illt_2:(11e2LIg.- Some kinds of competeneiest'are developed over

,Tgat,iVely long.periods of time. While they may be influenced by either

Irect teaching incidental le'arniag, orth, they cannot be directly .
,

.taught within a reasonablSi short period aftime. These competencies have
*.,

a developmental character, tn the sense that they improve gradUally with

continued education. Inche extreme case, there are cometencies which may

be genetically determined and 'uninfluenced by learniqg (su h ,as ,short-term

memory calv.(city). Some competeacies rerated to reading, however, may be

assumed to be influenced by instruction extending over the years. )1in example

is the ability to understand increasingly complex printedfexts.

How are the essentiAl. skills of reading learned? 'Are they all learned

by direct) eeaching, by incidental learning, o, are some learned only by

extended/learning? Tablel summarizes what appear tc be reason;ble answers

-tt

13

'to these questions.

As the table indicateN the skills involved in decoding would appear to bo

rno:readily and dependably aqieved by direct teaching. Beginning with

ls such as letter identification and ipoceeding to word-componen sound-

ing and-the (approximate) pronouncing of new and complex words, exercises

requtring student practice these aceivities are most useful. It is true,
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,..of course, thaedscoding n be acqUiredby incidental learningTtnd
,

often are'b children-who learn t read,lAthout inStruction: Ohyiously,
. I

though, this is an undppen'dIble methM The 'best.available eVidence mplies

that unless decoding skills are learned to the point of automatieity,

acti:41ey,of readingcomprehension may be adversely affected: Accordingly,
wo

the table indi ates that teaching w1ch proceeds on the 41:sump4on that

decoding skills will deyelop incidentally, or under the influences of

"extended learning," is placing dependence on a highly uncertain metho.

Table'l

Means of Learning Component,Skills
in Three Component Strands of Reading Performance

Skill Strand Means offLearnin R

Direct
Teaching

Incident.al

Learning
Extended
Learning

/
Decoding. All Some;

an uncertain
method

An uncertain
pethod -*

d Meen4 g SOme . Many Some .

. -

Sentence/text
processing

A few skills
and specific
strategies

Many .11any

'he strand of word eaning is contributed to in p ;by all'three means

of learning: Direct teaching is done, particularly '1.1 the early grades, to

promote the child's learning of new word mean-ings. Practice in reading it-
-

self leads to the incidental learning (or "discovery learning") of many new

word meanings. Ws learning continues the:aequisition of new word meani gs

and meaning elaborations takes on a developmental characten, and comes to

depend increasingly upon the store of knowledge possesse-d the individual.
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With regard to Tthe third strand, ..ce11rsenterldtextroct.s_si, di ect 4,1

teaching c t contribute to che learning of.a few &ssential skills. The

skill of`forming comp1et sriences from incomplete or scrambled parts is

I.
one of these.. Anothe example is the use of prefixes and 6uffixes. At a

leiter st ge of learning, the student may also acquire by direct pract4 e

certain strategies whicI enable him better to s a cb-for such in ntial

concepts as the "cain )1 "temporaf'sequen

,

"autbpr's iptent,

Uprobable consequenceS, andiphe like.. '1,1ar;y-higher-level skills of read-

ing comprehension, it would appear are acquired through the means of ex-
,

ded learning. They develop as a'result of continuing experience in

reading, aAd Clepe
-

on the amount and variety of reading which ,s do e

over.long periods of time.

mplicationAfor Teachink

I

:This' desription of three skill.strands in reading and how they are most

,

_probably lear las some impl±ca,ions for teaching. First, it means thA.
i

.
. , /

readt g prog should have a continuing instTuctional component Of the
4 4

perEormae of ading from a printed page, begihni g at a very early
. , .

. .

.

stage. This act. ty shoufd besin (as most reading p imers do) with simple

sentences and 1

passage lengths,

liar words, and proceed to greater complexity,

ess familiar words, as the child's competencieevelop.

The main reason for continued reading practice is to foster the lea'rning

f component skills cidental learning, and over a longèr period of tim.e,

by xtended learning actice whilh involves oral reading in the beginning
,
..

s designed to have an

by quest n answering!.

e sing proportion o

A se ond and equally

taught by direct teaching

ilenCreading," followed

mplic4tion is that some skills must be

uie they cann t be dependably established by .
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r,

incidental learning. The skills of decoding fall mainly in/this categorlo

Also tnany new "sight words" teed to be.directly taught at the stage of

'
be/ cLing reading; as pr c ice in fading continues more newpords will be

0P.

ned incidentAlly. Some-teaching of sentence construction (6ra1) exam-

es the requirement.of directteaching.at early' seages in.the 'strand
.

,

''d*

cribed as "Sentence and. te.xt,pr,ocessing." Later, there appear to be

- 'a egies of text interpre.4ation which can-beaided by praCtice in
,..

I

question answering, To a large
,

are acquired by incidental learnin

t, however, the skills in this strand.

Stages of 1#asic Skills in Reading

This review of the research, and descriptaon of the teaching situation,
1

possible an estl te of the requirements of diagnostic testing in read-

he aim is to provide a list of performances (instructional objectives)

,which)have a definite and specific re ation to reading. These performances

are either a part of the act of readi'ng -and therefore qualify as benchmark

skillsor.they contribute as prerequisites to tilese components as enablin

skills.

In general, the stages of reading employed in the list follow those des-
.

cribed by Chan (1978) as Prereding; Stage 1,jInitial Reading; Stage 2;

Reading Consolidation; and Stage 3, Learning from Reading. We assume that

kindergarten instruction is normall' devoted to Prereading, or readi g readi-

ness. Stage 1, Initial Reading competence, is 'assumed to be imparted in

Grades 1,and 2. Stage 2, Reading Gonsolidat.on, or facile refding, is attai ed

in Grade 3. yolloying this, beginning at the' latetin Grade 4 the world'

of reading is open to the reader for Learning from Reading. His comprehension

improves with practice,:and his knowledge of the world continues its vast

expansion as a result of reading in a variety of conterkt areas.
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The skills to,be described tntorporate the asu.mptipn that word de- \
10,

4
. codink s an essential and'continually valuable capabiUy of Ole good-reederP

A

(cf. Carr 1 and Chall 1975). The inclusion of decodjngski1ls determines

the entire pattern.of diagn2ptic testing, aiti é it is reasonable tb

'think that these skills are acquired At early stagesf as'enabling skills
*

for other reasling activities. If deco4.1ing skills ire not assumed to .be

necessary,as a small number bf investigators.maintain (e.g. Smith, 1977)

*the performances. to be tested display a quie different sequence,.in which

**,

printed ward lknowledge takes on greater emphasis at earlier stages. The

1*

'consensus of the great major?ty of researqlers has Veen adopted here'; de-

,c4.0ing skills are stressed at the_earliest s'tages of learnihg t.o read.

In general,-th objecti'ves described for each skill indicate the ex-
. ,

pected degree of skill (how well or how much) for a performance measured

at the end .of A school, term. -For example, the skills listed under the

eReadiness Stage axe estimated as desirable goals for kindergarten; virtually

all kindergarten children should possess these skills in May or June of

thei kindergarten yea'r. -If they do not they will not be able to learn

re dily the skills whiph are essential for the first grade. The estimates

are for minimal essential skills; naturally, many children-will be able to

progress beyond nese stages of readiness. Of course diagnostic p ocedures

do not have the intention of "h lding back" indivtdual progress in reading.

Chidren should be allowed to gain proficiency as rapidly as they can,,

whatever grade they Flapper:1 to be. Enrichment activities in reading take

many forms and are usually not difficult to provide. In their simplest

form, they are ply'varied language and reading materials that are of

interest to children.
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Readiness Stage'

Skil 1 PrintedLe.tter Identification. The objective is: ,Giyen

display of piinted letters <capital and small) in large,type, one by One

identifies each 1 tter (a ).by calling idname, and (D) by matching its

uppee case and lower case forms, This objective needs to be attained to a

ry" 1ev1, and to be.performed withou.t guessini or hesitation. The

asses ex?' t (a) :must be done for indi idual children (whether or not they

hre assembleein groups), since an oral response is required. The (

portion can also be don ind1vidually, although'a paper-and-pencil form

appears to bk feasible. Correlational andies continu&to reveal relation-

ships between letter naning and reading progress (Chall 1967; McCall and

McCall, 1969), The child must-know each,letter's Ame in order to receive

and understand futttier instrugtion.
s, 1

Enabling skills. It isIncit expected f course, that 'kindergarten

children willbe able to perform Skill 1 at the time of entry into this

grade, although some will. In fact, the intention is to indicate this skill

and others.under each heading, as minimal exit Vcills for the respective

A number of enabling skills need to be assessed, iepresenLing

earlier stages of "readinest: and implying the kinds of instruction needed.

SubskIll Given printed letters ('ipper and lower case) in large

type, displayed in random order, matches each lettet to a designated sample.

Subskill 1-2. Given printea letters (upper,.case) in large type,

matches to its lower e form (or vice versa)
.

Subskill 1-3.. Given printed.letter pper and lower cast), displayed

'one by one in large type, names each letter.
,

%re
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Skill 2 ,etter Sound Identification. The object ve is:Given printed

short words which are Made readil ognizable (by pictures or in oral phrases

pronounces the \initial consonant or initial short vowel with: emphasis, along

wi h the rest . d. (Examples: r- -ake, a-a-a-m). The intention of this

-objective is to assess whether ,the child can sax the sound each cons/my:ant

and short vowel. It is generally considered desirable that this skill'be:

tested in such a way that the letter to be pronounced occurs in a 'word con-

text Of course, the words chosen the task should be those 1:4hich reflect

i:he most highly prdbable letter sounds:)not the exception4 ones.

Sub kill S unding Letters. ,The objectrve is: Given lolsTer-case and

upper-case.letters displayed one by.one in large type, identifies each by its

modal sound (The intention here is to have the child say the most frequently

g sound' ' each'letter; for vowels, this.means the "short sound)

-
Sdme reading programs strictly avoid teaching children to say the sound of

individual letters. Ofen, the reason given is that each given letter seldom'

repres nts a single sound in English'words. While this is undoubtediy true,

do not c nsider it a. valid reasOn for avoiding the teaching.of "a modal sound-
.

of each letter at an early stage. Variations in this modal sound will likely

be encountered later on during the reading of text, and-these can be acquired

incidentally as whole words are learned.

Skill 3. Oral Word Kqowlede. The objective is: Given short incomplete

4

sentenced spoken by the teacher, completes oral-s-t-stements of the se tences

using approp late nouns, adjectives verbs and propositions. the situation in

which the incomplete sentences are to be presented may-include pictures, da-

grams or real objects. In administering a teSt item the t a her states an.

incomplete sentence such as "John is riding on a ," and asks the child to

complete the Sentence by supplying the wOrd ( coirespondingsto a picture of

John on a bicycle). In a variant of this form, queltions may be asked, such as
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*.

"What is John d ing?" Usually, nouns Are easy. Emphasis sh uld probably

be placed on verbs (e.g. open, close, raise, lower) and pn prepositions

(e.g., above, below, before, after). Stress is given to these relational

concepts in programs such as the. bpehm Resource Guide,for Basi:c Concept

Teathing (1976).--
^

may be noted particularly that standards far this 4 sessment cannot

be stated with assurance, although some estimates are available. Words

whose meaning is to be ugderstood should surely include (1) words likely

to be used by .kindergarten and ..firt gr'ade teachers in giving instruction;

aid (2) words contained in beginning readers. Various modern revisions

of the "Dolch List (Buckingham & Dolch, 1936) are currently available

(Kucera and Francis, 1967; aaylor, Frackenpohl and White, 1969)-

En'abling, skills. Skills of the enabling-sort are not usually iden --

tified for Sk1 .1 3. .The child's vocabulary of meaningful words continues

to grow from the time-of his first.utterance. Obviously, top, children

learn,from an early age to respond to simple oral commands. Sometimes, the

testing of this capability is suggested.

Skill 4. Making Oral Sentelop, The objective is: Given three

orally identified words d, played in print Kgenerally, two-nounse and a verb),,

states orally a sentence with proper arrangement of actor, action, object

(recipient) (localion). The child's use of basic rules of sentence form-
.

ing is being assessed by item;' of this sort. Such a capability is directly

involved in the prediction of English do unications, including the-'read-

ing ahead" that is a feature of later reading comprehehsion. At this stage,

relatively simple sentences should be employed for testing.

Enabling skills. Many children will,perhaps show their mastery,of

dl 4.quite early in the kindergarten year. For those whb do not, it may

be necessary to test one or more enabling skills.
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4-1. Given a single word (verb or noun

cluding the word,
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states a sentence

Subskill 4-2. --Same, at Skill 3, Oral Word Knowledge.
. .-

While_othei- enabling skills are invoj,vea, they are quxisg simple, and

usilally do not have.to be Eested. Obviously the.child-must be able to use.

.

known En lish words i simple sentences, as evidence a "production

vocabulary."

Ini ial Reading - ade a

N

The following are e timates, derived Trom various sources, of skills to

be kttained in the first d. Some pupils may.possess th se skills upon

entry. Virtually every child.shpuld be able to perform.these acts without

hesitation by the time he or-,she is ready to leave the first gra

be noted that this.statement involves the assumption that Tsynthe

(Chall 1967) ate to be given initial emphasis.

It may

phonics"

Skill 5. SoundIng V el-Conson nt Combinations. This is the essence

of decoding skill and it obviouSly involves the _blending of letter combin-'

ations. The objective may b4 stated as follows: Given displays of printed
A

VC and CVC combinations, identifies theM by English language-Sounds.' The

re range of such combinations which occur in Engli;11 constitutes the

domain for test items Fries, 1963; Fry, 1964). In the selection of items,

attention needs to be given to the frequency of Phonic generalizations, in-

cluding those pertaining to consonant blends, the Silent final e and others

77711;; 1963; Burmeister, 1968). ,Testing must be individually done, since

pfoduced resp'oqses are required. The child's responses to the displayed

letter combin should be immediate Ind without hesitation', to indicate

apprppriate mastery of the blending skills.
A

En b,ling skills.. There appear to be some prerequisite blending skills

which make the learning of &kill 5 an easier task.
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SUbskill 5-1, Given oral pronunciation of the irnividual letters of
,

and CVC's in unblended form, pronounces the tombination inprinted VC's

blended form.
4

ds a simpler

(Example: Teacher says /a/..

blending skill, often,usea

'N the teaching of Sk 11 Y.

./b/; cltild%says /ab/). This

riterion exercise" during

. Subskill 5-2. Given vowel7consompt combinations,-spokeh by the teacher,
,

. .

.

matches them with appropriate printed forms (or with parts of printed V)rds).

Items of this sort are not uncommon in available diagnosti ests, probably

becapse they lend themsq.ves to a mul0.ple-choice format-, .

Subskill 5-3. Letter Sound Identification.. This isS1i1l 2.

Sk111,6. Using Oral Sentences. Given a displayed picture, diagyam, or

actual event, describes the d'epicted 4gent action object, recipient,:and

location (as appropriate), using complete sentence* What is being assesse%

, is-competence in producing whole sentences of proper syntactic and semantic

form. Note again that oral responding is required, and.that group testing

tecturiqus cannot be substituted. This skill contributes eta the ward

prediction."_of sentence meaning in the reading of text.
..

Enabling skills.
.

Subs ill 6--1, Given short oralsentences spoken by the teacher, answers

wh- questions by naming the agent, action, object recipient, and location.

. Sentences should be relatively short in order to avoid the influenceof

memo limitations. Again in this instance it bay be noted'that this is
.

merely _an enabling skill, since,the responses required may be-only single

words rather than whole 4entences.

aubskill 6-2. Making Oral Sentences. Same as Skill 4.. .

Subski4 6-3. OrAl Word Knowledie. Same as Skill 3.

,

to

40,
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d Word Know dge-l.. The objective is: Given 'nted
k-

1 erc-rds from a of 200-400 high frequency. words (e.g. Kucera-.and Francis,-

196 ), displkyed one a:Ca time,: ilmes'th6.word orally..z and identifies an

associated word or phrase displayed in print'and spoken by the teacher.

Essentiany, thi .objective is a description NS: "recognizing printed word mean-
,

gs." The suggestion is that tt be test d in two,stages,' first naming orally.

,en

the orleped word, and secOnd, choosi

If the first stage cannot beaccompiished, then the relation of the-second to

definitiC)le from 1 alternatives.

the act of reading is tenuous. ,Note, hoWtver, that the definition"-may

. . 1,v

be very loose and is perhaps better described as an "associated word or phrase."

es to be rejected ("misleads") sh tild be grossly wrong.

11-V speaking, ttle number of printd words which

increase from the zero point incan be identified in print may be expected

a continually ip e sing fashion throughout all e phases of beginning reading.

)1..

Thus, the.,Aumher of printed words.to'be ieirned in earlier years cannot be

0

specified exactly. Obyiously, though> these previously learned printed'words

have a cumulative "enabling" function.
)

Subskill Identifying Word Mening. The objec e is: Given a

word (from,a hidh frequency list) spoken by the teacher, identifies an appro-

pri.ate "definitio. 1 phrase in a set of printed alternatives read by the tea-

cher, the.misle in the set being grossly wrong. This enabling skill is

obviously-a part of Skill 7, the other part being oral nàmingoJ the printed word.-

Subskill 7-
r-

Skill

Given s mple

random order,

Oral Woid Knowledge. Sam ai Skilj 3.

dntifying2/11.11Ledencls. The objective is ,as foilows'

n ed sentences .(without dependent clauses) with words in .

t s (alternative: prin

'

mplete sentences in proper
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1975; Weber, 1970). Seitences should be re'sonablY short. This

-too is a "production".measure; choosing prreit entences from sets cannot be

legitimately substituted. If children have learned to print, wtiting out the

sentence can be employed. However, it would be preferable for thistest not

to be c-lataniinated by competence in printing, if-th-ere is any doubt,about
100 ,

the la-ter. Another method would be to nu ber th oids, and have the children

record the correct orrier by numerals. Best of probably, is oral-'respond-
,

iag, ingenul. the sentences should be composed entirely of words that the

child already identifies in print. It will be evident that this skill makes
r

up part of the strand of meaning prediction" as disusseds.by such writers as

Smith (1973) and Goodwin 1970).

Enabling skills,

S-Ubsk 8-I. Same as Skill 6, Using Oral Sentences.

Subsk Same as Skill 4, Making Oral Sentences.

Subskill 8-3. Since the sentences of Skill 8 are.to be composed of

recognizable printe- words, Skill 7, Printea Word Knowledge-1, is a prerequisite.

Skill 9. Spelling Patterns in Words. The objective is: Given single-

syllable words and single-syllablesword endings (at at; sun, run, etc.), '

sounds them with their "most likely" pronunciation. This is a continuation of

assesse ent of oding skills, wi.th emphasis on the regularities of English

word components sometimes called-"spelling patterns" or phonograms.11 Examples

include one-syllable words ending in vowels (no, bo; my, shy) closed syllables

(sit hit; but, nut), aid words or syllables with vowel blends (boat, soap;

nail, pail) (cf. Burmeister, 1968). This is another skill that should be

xhibited with promptness of responsewhether or not the words are familiar

in their printed form. Produced responses are required.
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Aubskill 9-1. Given sets of printed words, sele g word.from an kin-

familiar set which'matches the vowel sound in a familiar target word. Example,

tce target word slit is to be matched in vowel sound to, the unfamiliar word

it). This is i.fairly 'common form of grouptest. It may be/employed to

assess a prerequisite skill but it does not substitute for Skill 9.

Sub kill 9-2. Same as Skill 5, Sounding Vowel-Consonant Combinations.

Skill lO Oral Reading. The objective is Given a printed text composed

least' 90% of words already identified (Skill 7) reads successive sentences

aloud, without hesitation, and with appropriate emphasis, stops, and inflec-

tions. The test wh eflects this %jectIve assesses the ability to compre-

hend series of meaningfully connected sentences nd to make the maning

"sound right orally. A test of oral reading carries a particular role among

diagnostic reading tests. On the one hand, it partakes of a number.of different

component skills, combined into the total act of reading. On the other, oral

reaVng is itself something like' the competency which is,the ultimate goal

since if done properly it involves "reading with comprehension." (This is

of course not to say"hat oral and silent reading are equivalent tasks).

Oral reading exercises present opportunities for diagnostic suggestions r

by the''tabul tion.and analysis of miscues (Goodman, 1970), ,A number of

different systems of miscue analysis have been proposed (Spache, 1976).

terms of the present report it.would appear that three pi-I:Mary questions may

be addressed by oral r ading xercises:

(1) Does the error (word or syllable substitution) indicate diTficulty

wAh phonemic 'encoding ,("decoding")?,

(2) Does the error indicate inadequacy in printed word recognition?

(3) Does the error indicate difficulty with the construction of sentente

meaning?



Speftfic techniques of ass ssment of these and o,ther types of reading

difficulties are described in- connection with Ole various specific syStemS of

testing oral reading.

An impo
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function-of oral readinj" exercises, both as modes of instruc-

tion and testing is the establishment and assessment of several kinds of

readiA skills Which appear to be best acquired by incidental learning. Practice

in oral reading, assumed to be a tontinuing-part of any good reading program

provides successive occasions during which some relatIcve y simple, although'

important, skills pertaining to the performance ofi the reading act may be

acquired. Included are such .basic covepts as 1) the sign function of printed

sytibols; (2) the message function oE written language; (3) the denotative mean-
,

lags of words: among others(cf. Powell etal, 1977).

Enablin skills. The integrative nature of the task of Oral reading suggests

that enabling sthls for this performance come from three "st nds" of skill

development: phonological coding, printed word knowledge, and mkaningful sentence-

using.

-Subskill 10-1. Same as Skill 5, Sounding Vowel-Consonant Combinations.

Subskill 10-2. Same as Skill 7, Print d Word Knowledge-1.

Subskill 1973. Same as Skill 8, Identifying Printed Sentence4Nder.

Skill S ilables. The objective i8 Given printed

multi-syllable words (corfidence circus), identifies division' of words ih

accordance with the rules of phonic syllabiCation. The most generally appli-

cable rule appropriate to such a test is that every vowel or vowel combination

means a syllable (with the exception of "vowel-consonant-e"'ending). Two or

three additional rules also have high predictive probabilities for pronunciation

1 mer 1963; Burmeister 1968). This skill is a componentof the decoding,

of mgti-syllable words, since the "letter pattern" to be sounded must be ,(

identified be ore sounding and blending of the whole word can readily eccur.

Assuming the words axe (orally) familiar, his skill is often measured by means
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-multiple choig, test. Requiring.produced responses which mark the

syZiables (cir/cus).is at least an equally good testing met It has
e

frequently been not,ed that what are here referred to a yolm c syllables"

do not always corresp nd with structural or "written syllables." Learning

syllabication rules for writing must beconsidered, therefore, a distingtly

different aativity.

'tial Reading -,Grade 2

In large part tht skills of initial reading competence in Grade 2 are

continqations of

between the grades

e of Grade 1. The distinction in mitlimal

is somewhat 4arbitrary at the present 4me.

standards

It also de-'

pends upon decisions about priority in emphasis. fo'r example, decoding

skills may be given priority in, Grade 1 over recognTzing printed'words, or

the reverse may be the,case. The results in either Case are predictable;'

inone case, hildren-will DI:aster the.decoding of new words but possess a

relatively small 'printed word vocabulary," while in the other, a large

number'of recognizable printed words will be accompanied by as yet'undeveloped

ways of attacking unfamiliar printed words. The former choice is assumed

in 4xe current,report. Whichever choiCe is made, however,.there can be no

doubt that continuing developpent of all the skills is essential for the

ultimate atcainment of p oficient reading:

Skill 12. Sovnding .1.141ti-Syllable Words. The objective is: Given

printed words with regular (ptedictable) spelling-sound correspondences

continent) states the words aloud as a tot44opnit, without hesi-

tation. The assesement implied here is t the child Will say "continent,"

not "con-ti-nent. In other words, the items t4stmulti- yllable blending,
'

as well as the modal pronunciation of the individUal'syllables.
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Enabling skills,

Subsh.ill 12-1, Given a printed word containing a'pattern of 1etters.fd-61-

/
ing a common English, sylaable-sound '(as ake in make), and instruction to form

other words containing the same sound c'8mbined with a designated letter

.lake) states the newly foimed words orally. In a common form of paper-pencil
,

the pupil is asked to select the matching word from a set of altern

t;ves. The Eng ishLsyllable sounds may be those that occur at the end of

he beginning of wor s (e4., sen) in the middlewords (e.g.,

of words (e.g., om).

4 Subskill 12-2. Given a lable spoken orally by the teacher, selects

the printed word from a set (of four) which contains this sy bie. This is

4a fairly common kind of group multiple-cho e te which may be considered

.a prerequisite to Skill 12.

S bskill 12-3 Same as 'skill 11, Identifyitig PhCnic Syllables.

Skill 13. Printed Word Knowledge-2. The obJective is: Given 'a printed

list constituting a sample of 340-1100 orally familiar words, reads them

aloud and stateT a relevant associated phrase. he proper number which is
.)

to represent the child's '"si.ght vocabulary" depends on the' reading program

et"."ba4 used Some programs introduc 'new sight words at a faste rate than

others. Words on the Dolch list (Kucera & Frances, 1967) may be Considered

an absoluteiminimym. The words should be read off without hesitation and

"defined" by mearsics,f. a relevant associate phrase (as, Eor examp14, "funia:'

makes you laugh". enough: "I've had enough')

Enabling skills. Enabling skills in this instance simply refer back to
1

word kriOwledge skills which have presumabl) been attained in previous grade*.

Subskill 13-1. Same as Skill 7 Printed Word Knowledge:

Subskill 13-2. Same as Skiil3, Oral Word Kn 1 dge.



Skill 14 Factual Question Answeiink he objective is: Given sets

2.9

oT meaningfully connedted short'printed sen es tont ining modifying phrases

and not mort than one subordinate clause, g
. .

ppropriate answers to wh-

questions delivered orally. The answers can V 0 ated directly in the text.
t

H ever the relations between parts of sentenc (Anaphora) may have totbe

erred (cf. Davis, 1968). Alternatively, the tives may be: selects'

appropriate answers to printed h- questions... In t,hfirst torm, assessment

must oc done individually. In the secSnd ultiple-c e gr?up tests may

-

be employd. Assuming that the child hILs in fact mas A.410 prerequi ite ob-

jectivessucp as Skills 7 and 8, the second method of tjting (paper and

pencil) dbes not seet inapproriate. When there is doubt 'abctut the pre-
.

requisite skills., oral testing would appeae to be a better 4pproach.

'What is being tested in this case is basi comprehension: 1cill in its
. . .,

,

total, or "integrated" form. Its attainment indicates that pr d eats
. 4

have been pr9cessed semantically, so that paraphrasing reflected
14

.p, the
..,

'.' )

questions is not an obstacle to correct responding.
ve.

.

Enabling skills. Subordinate skills are those that have previously been

attained at earlier stages of_instruction.

/Subskill 14-1: Same as Skill 8 Identifying Printed' Sentences.

Subskill 14-.2. Same as Skill 7, P inted Word.Knowledge-1.

Stage 2. ReAding Consolidation (Grade%3)

Once the child has acquired the skills 6t, Initial Reading, he possesses

the basic capabilities which Will enable him to become a highly competent.

".66od" reader. To make this progress he needs to practice the skills he has

quired aiming for consolidation, fluency, and somewhat greater speed in read-b-

lag. Instruction in the third grade normally has these aims, and makes use

f greatly increased volume'of reading assignments in story boos and other

printed matter.



Skiii IdintifLirILiteral Content. The objective is Given a
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ated par graph on a ram liar topic, composed.of sentences with not more than

one subordinate clause, aral.possess'in one main and one or two subordinate

themes:identifies paraphrased sentences express,ing "rLin ideaA and "subordinate

,dvtails." Here we'have a very common kind f "read lg coMprehension" test,

asking the Child to categorize the meani' gs o sentences isn a text. Although

oral res nses could be' requiNd, the necessity for them does not appear to be

'Assuling that prinr skills have been learned, at this stage the child

may be asked.printed questions ar,iven printed alternati es in ways which

probao not.contaminate the asesent of his colApetence in reading .

Pesumably this stage of development will be attained at the end of Grade 3

by Virtually all chlrldren. Altho gh Lairly high correlations are to be exp c ed

between this skill and "academic intelligenc itjs gener lly c.onsidered to

1./4 an indication that com retlenslon has attained a reasonab're state of develop-

ment. Th'e test asks the pupil to make,the kind of immediate inferences aLlout

e text which are mneanirgfuliy c nveyed by the text itself. Items in this

catego.ry should studiously avoid calling up n "world knowledge" which is n

contained in the text. It may be noted that a different kind of "inference"

question calls for the identification of anaphoric reference from one e tence

or sentence part to another (cf. Davis *).

Enabling skills. Subordinate skills of comprehensiOn are those which have

been attained.at eartier stages.

Suhskilli5-l.. Same as Skill li Factual Question Answering.
r-

Subskill 15-2. Same as Skill 13, Printed Word Knowledge-2.

Subskifl__lS-3. Same as Skill I0 OraL Reading.

Skill 16.

graphs of

e 0 al Reading. The object e is: Given,printed para-

omplexity, Conta' g familiar printed words,and up

to 10% unfamiliar words of regul spelli g, reads oral y without hesitation.

Air
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Essentially, this task tests b seitence structuring and decoding skills

tlaing printed tex ,The pupil should at this st4ge read orally with tea-%

sonable speed and with appropriate inflection controlled by punctuation

marks. If decoding skills have been mastered he alould not be al9wed

appreciably by words that are regularly spelled butunfamiliar in print (e.g.,

a word like transcontinental).

Enabling skills.

Subski11.16-1. Same as Skill 15, Identifying Literal Content

- -

Subskill 16-2. Same as Skill 13. Printed Word Knowledge-2.

Subskill 16-3. Same as Skill 12, Sounding Multi-Syllable WordS..

Skill 17. Inferring Word Meaning from Context. The objective may be

stated as:, Given printed paragraphs,of sentences wirth moder, te syntactic

complexity, tont ining unfamiliar words (e.g.) "laster ) whose meaning can,

be inferred from the context; states a simple (approximate) definition.

This is a skill which may be considered ap essential part of what_is meant by

reading comprehension. The use of Irinted multiPle-choice items is not in-

appropriate, provided that decoding skill* (such as Skill 15)-can be assumed.

CNote, however that unless such skills cn.be assumed, a printetext it

t appropriate, but completely invalid).

Enabling skills.

Subskill 17-1. Same as Skill 15, Identifying Literal Content.

Subskill 17-2. Same as

Subskill 17-3.

Skill 14,

S.re as Skill 13,

Factual Question Answering.

Printed Word Knowledge-2.\

Subskill 17-4. Same as Skill 10, Oral Reading.
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Skill Is Word Meaning: Suffixes* and Prefixes.' The pbjective is:

Given familiar rooeltords (e.g.

32

ns ent) and a printed senten e containing

a blank to befilledj, supplies the' Rtefixed word to comple..e the meaning

(....xample: People who change their minds many tim es in a few minues are

slid o be. ). 0 given a familiar printed word (e4., hope),
I '

and a priFted sentence containing a'blank, supplies the suffixed W ord to

complete the meaning (Example: A person who has hope is ). Children

should be able t show that they have acquired this skill in a generalized

sen (that is, sOtthat commonly Used prefixes and su fixes can/be used with'

any appropriat% root word). Competence.in ommon affixes makes it'

possible for pup is to extend their printed word vocabplary in su h a way that

the meaning of ;many new words can be readify estimated within sentence contexts.

,

\\
4

Enabling Skills.

Subskill
i

18-1. Same as Skill 17, Infer Word Mea4ng from Context.

Slipkili Same as Skill 13, Printed Word K owledge.

Skili 19 1nted -Word Knowledgp-3. The firbjec-4ve is: Given printed'

text constit ing'a sample of 1800-3000 orally familiar wc;rds-, readS them
1

ia 0 phrase (i.e.aloud without hesitation, and states a relevant asso

rough "definition") This kill is simply a continuatfOn of Skill 13 and

tends the range of words 'be recognized in pri Again it is the case

that the size of this vocabulary varies with the.yeading program in use, and

the,range indicated mai\be considered low estimate.

Enabling skills.

SUbAill 19-1. Same lz Skill 13, Piinted Word Knowledge-2.

Subskfll 19-2. Same as Skill 7, Printed Word Knowledge-1.

Skill 20. Ldentify Thematic Content. The objectiv : Givevinted.

paragraphs composed of sentences of moderate complext y, answers questions

which paraphrase the.content, and require infe4ces, concerning such matters



as. "main idea " "author intent," "probable cau
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ITpredicted events,"

etc. there are many .tests which assess coMponents of reading comprehension

in these various ways. As shown: by the high intercorrelations of responses

. to different question types, they do not measure separate In general,

the questions should not only be paraphrases of the text, but should also

n

require inferences about events or relations which are not directly st

TestS'of-reSding combprehension often are made up entirely of items o.f

sort While learning exerscises which in o porate inferential Process-
.

ing must surely b.e valuable, the dependence upon this kind of item to

assess reading comprehension seems overdone. In particular, the following .

0
points,may be noted:

(1) as'a,matter of c n ent validity, it is not clear that under-

nding printed text (such as newspaper stories) actually in-

v Ives such activities as "ident fying the main idea";

(2) succeis in answering such q ons is in fact highly re,late'd

2

to the prose density of the reading passages employed,rsther

than to the type of ques ions Ssked;

) inference questions appear to previde.only an indirect- 'measure
-

of what many scholars identify as a critical feature,of reading

comprehension, namely; p.redioting what is to come bef'ore'it is

reacr! (cf. Smith, 1976). I
Accordingly, Skill 20 is-included with some rational misgivings. How-

ever, rts highly frequent occurrence

7.1

reading comprehension tests justifies

its'inclusion a a "skill" in the sense here describ4J. Actually, the

test items themselves are believed to assess a set of strategi s of question-I
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,

answering, on which some practice may profitably be given with.the aim of im-
.

proinustudents' test-taking parfo.rnance.

S bskill. 0-1. Same'ds
0
Akin Prin e

.
Word Knowledge.

4

Subskill 0-2. Same as Skill 18, Word Meaning-Affixes.

Subskill 20-3. Same Skill 17, Infer Word Meaning f om Context.

Stage 3. :1earning from Reading (Grade 4 on)

this stage, the pupil should be what riiay be called a "journeyman reader.

Perhaps the best,single indicator of this clgre .of competence would be the

stuflent's abiIi y to'readaloud an article from aTublicAtion like Reader's

Digest,,without eitat1on, and to state

This is a.desCrip

reading.

--
Provided the skills previously described have been mastered, it does

no, Appear possible'to '!diagnose",any further aeficiencies except in very-

of what

"own words" what eaCh'paragraph says,

ay',he xpected:at the-beiinning of this stage of-

unusual cases. Alth
!

dentifyi g,causelsuch.tiasks a

IN a

ugh tests, f reading comprehension continue to distinguish
#

:and others of'.this.geaeral So'

Low sc

pt,,reed

d effect "identifyi g the author's intent,"

these cannot bd considered to be,separate skills.

One or another of these tasks is not diagnostj_c of anything ex-

g comprehen ion in general (unless it be general intelligence,-mith

wh,ich reding comprehen ion scoresare.highl. torrelated).

What is happening at this stage -is ttl'at the reader, so long as he con-

tinues to read new and varied

,t

activity, of reading, while at

ussages, is gaining additional facility in the

the same time he gains new knowledge orthe

world. Increasing competence in reading, at this stage, is most reedit)/

measured by readers ability to comprehend printed prose characterized by

incireasing complexity or syntactic density. Although few "scales" of complexity



ot:proSe t rig ar.e a ailable, the contrast between the prose of Samuel

Clemens and that'of Henry Jamei illustrates the meaning ,of this coriCept. The

capstone skill., Ehen,

-learner has acquired

is called simply,

is really a complex of skills and strategies that the

through his previous instruction and reading practi

Reading Comprehension.

Skill 21. Reading,ComprehenSiont The objective is: . Given passages

:.of printed text with wo=rds"removed'Uor example, every fifth word completes

an acceptable meani4 of the text by supplying these words. Alternatively

identifyingI, can be used for supplying," making a variant form of ttie test

with'a multiple-choice format. This of course is,:a description of a "cloze

.t st of reading comprehension, which seems to man knvestigators of reading

to be th& best crAterion

'justification .or th'e

measure of comprehension. At any rate, the rational

ze-type tests of reading comprehension would appear

to greatly exc4l the rationale for such tasks as 'inferring aut,h es intent,"

or identifying the mood of a passage." It is hoped that the clozk format

ill gain wider acceptahce and usage in the future.

A systematic beginninifoediagnosis can be achieved as ind

wing descrip ions.

ted.in the

S4skill 21-1. Same-as Skill 20, Identify Thematic ontent. This test

will indicat whether the comprehension of total passages, and the application

of inferenc9otrategies to text, are being accomplAhed satisfactorily.

Theie skills have thgir enabling skills in (Identify Literal Content,

Skill l5),which is related in turn to Skill 14, Answer Factual Questions..

35
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Subskill 21-2. Same as Printed Word Kriowledgel Skill 19. Word knowledge
1-

is a second major strand of competence gRait may be invoived in,reading c

prehension Inadequate performance means that the learner has not learned to

recognize sufficient numbers of printed words. If thiS is so, his comprehen-

'sion is'be.ng slowed because he has to puzzle oyer words, rather than

recognizing them immediately. Furthe.r diagnosis can proc ed to SIcAlls 13,

and 7, in order.

Subskill 2 Same as Ski1415-, Identify Literal Content. An inade-
. "-. 4

,4Tuate scOre,on this skill-implies the probability of trouble with'"semantic

encoding. That is, the difficulty the student is having is essential/y.one
.0

of matching,meanings it paraphrased forms of sentences. Further diagnosis
,0

can be accomplished by using, tests of enabling Skills beginning with Skill.

1,4, Answer Factual Questions, and proceeding to-Skill 8, Identify Printed

Sentences.
S.

21- -Samdas Skill 16, Facile Oral,Reiding. The,diagnostic
.etu

posbi 'es of oral reading have led to the development of a numbeK of

speciff'c tests such as those of Spache .(1972), Durrell (1050 d'others.

A review of these.diagnostic.principles i by.Spache (1976). Errors

in oral reading may indicatesinadequacies in decoding-ski?Is (Skill 12)

printed word.knowledgq (Skill 19) ,the structuring ofsentences

Further diagnosis may be apcomplished.by using tests of th se enabl

skills.

,Seqnuences of Enabling Skills

AS implied by the previous section, the performance'of reading compre-.

bension may be see.49,,to be composed of a number of component skills wiliCh

4



are efiabling. By means of a diagnostic testing procedures, the needs for

instruct-ion in these enabling skills,may be revealed. ,It would be a

%
Oesirab4 step to analyze reading comprehension in the manner of a learning

hier y (Gagne' and Briggs, 19.74), so hat sPegific prerequisite relation-
,

shipi ameng enabling.skills could be.idettified. Su5h an analysis would

appear to involve complax relationships among the suboYdinate skills.
,

Altho4h the task analysis proposed by Resnick and Beck 5(1976)-may provide'a

useful svirting point, the construction of a learning hierArchy has not

been attempted.,

- Figtire 1 depicts a sequence of skills in read.ng iu the form which is

some times.cal ed &t instructional map. The. map identifies what appear 'to-

-

be reasonable teaching sequences of benchmark Skills for each -gratOLg., K-3,

These skiila are atranged in 't!he three* strands .401lich, have ,previously been

described, namely, decoding, yord7meaninig, and Sentence/te,ct processing.

(Abbreviated phrases are used in the figure to descrii*-the 'skills; numbers

correspond.with those in the previous section'of t'his rePort).

Within each of the three strands', the arrangement shown represents a

hypoth sized sequence for instrUctioh. In general the skills lower in the

diagram need to be taught-before the "higher" ones to which they ae on-

nected. The special status of oral reading'is:worthy of note. Tes,ts of

oral reading are considere4 to be of key importance in diagnosis,-since they
-?

. are able to reveal a diversity of prescriptions for instruction (cf. Spache,

.0

1976). Their multiple interrelations.with subordinate ski.11s 'are impossible

to 'represent adequaty in a two-di ensional diagram; consequently, two

circles are used to represent this single activity At each'leveL Viewed

4.4;
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GRADE

READ1NG COMPREHENSION

GRADE 3:

FACILE
dRAL

READING
(16)

FACILE
ORAL

READING
6

GRADE 2:.

o n

Multi-Syllab e
Word (1 )

Identify
Literal

_SsatAnr_.

Printed Word
owled e 13

Answer Factual
Questions (:4)

GRADE 1:

ORAL'
READING

(10)

ORAL'
READING

(10)

Sound Spelling
Patterns 0)

Printed Word
Knowledge (7)

Identify
Printe&
Sentences

1 11

oun
CoTbi

(5)

Use Ora
Sentences 6)

Make 0
Sentences

GRADE K;

Identify
Letter-Sou ds
2

Identify
Printed
e ters

Oral Word

Knowledste (3)

Figure 1: Sequences of prerequis e skills in reading.

13
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from the standpoint ofiostruction, it would normally be*expected that practice

in oral.reading be ajnequently recurring part of a rea4ing program, and that

frequent probes of reading competence be made in this mode.

The benchmark skills whith are shown .for each grade level are suggested

, as objectiv,es to be included in a placement test (for the following grade)

and also as minimal e?cit skills for- the grade level in which they occur.

The entt. e set of tests require4rfor diagnosis at each grade level is, not

represented.in.this figure - many additional enabling skills/a des ribed

in the pre ious section of this repor. In addition, indiddal teachers

may fiad other tests of enabling skills (tontained in many diagnostic test

packages) useful for finer analyses of needed instruction in the particular

pup .Ls whom theY teach. The frame o k of benchmark skins shown in.ligure 1
A

should make possible syseematic prescripti ns for instruction, whether or not

supl addit nal tests are employed.
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